wa n t e d

My name is Anna Welsh and I’m your current Societies and Development Officer. I want to become
your next president as I believe in an accessible education for all students at MMU. I believe in
creating a safe community for all, where no one has to walk home with their keys in their fists or fall
prey to the throes of toxic masculinity, where each and every student is able to go about University
in a way they feel safe and comfortable. But most of all I believe in a fully inclusive system where
students are free to be who they want to be without any implications on their academic careers.
I have had an amazing time as your Societies Officer, raising the profile of groups of students that
previously didn’t have as much of a voice. As your president I will continue to reach out to all
students and give them that same voice also.
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If elected as your president I would aim to work on the following things:

When students come together, change happens. As your president I would ensure that your
voice is heard, through online feedback to face to face conversations- I would also make sure
you would get responses to the feedback you submit.
I want to be a presence on campus, making sure I am visible to you all and giving you total
transparency in regards to everything I’m working on. From blogs to Instagram stories, you’ll
always know what I’m up to. I want to engage with students like never before, not only to help
fight the battles for them that need fighting but to shout about their successes as well.
A big part of this would be hot-desking in different buildings on campus. Ensuring that I
spend time out of the office and away from my desk, time to be with you all. This could be
anything from helping with any issues you have to just chatting with a coffee!
I will strive to make myself a president that is fully accessible to the student population; your
thoughts matter and I want to hear them.

From phones snatched from your hands to sexual harassment. Stuff like this has to be
addressed and it has to stop. No ifs no buts. When on campus you should feel safe and you
should also be aware of the rules that are in place to look out for you.
Lobbying the university to implement policies putting student safety first is crucial, we need
to make the rules clearer to ensure every incident is dealt with in the most appropriate way.
We need new and innovative reporting systems, backed up by clear and concise rules. There’s
no point in having a system that students don’t know or understand how to use.
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If elected I would push for Report and Support to be created and used by the University to
ensure everything is followed up properly and in a sensitive and easy to manage way.
We also need to adapt the best countermeasures to prevent things like this from ever happening, to save all students from the get go. Looking at where incidents on our campus
happen and tracking them to improve safety and awareness so students have the key to
keeping safe on campus.

University can be an amazing and fun filled time but can also be a terrifying experience to
many. I want to ensure that every student’s experience is as good as the next. Something as
simple as a registration of interests before moving into student halls could help to cut out a
lot of anxiety amongst new students who are worried about the uncertainty of first year halls
accommodation.
From looking into the services we currently offer support in to the policies in place for
students that require them. I was to lobby the university to increase the amount of services
we support. This would include asking for more funding be made available for students with
specific needs. For example did you know you can be tested for dyslexia at a discounted rate
but not autism?
If elected as your president I will find ways to make the university experience equal and enjoyable for all. Every student has a right to be here at MMU and I wish to ensure they have the
toolkit not only to stay but to excel.
If you want to see an open, honest, and passionate president who will build upon our success,
vote to elect ANNA WELSH for PRESIDENT. #1 MOST WANTED.
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